A measurement system for the recognition of arm gestures using accelerometers.
This paper describes a strategy to measure arm movements using accelerometers for the computer recognition of arm gestures. Gesture recognition is being investigated as an alternative method of computer input for people with severe speech and motor impairment; the emphasis is on the needs of people with athetoid cerebral palsy who have difficulties with existing computer input devices. An initial model-based approach to estimate the kinematic motion of the arm from acceleration measurements is given, followed by the chosen measurement scheme. The current system considers the forearm as a rigid body and uses two data streams derived from four linear accelerometers. By treating these signals as outputs from postulated mechanical models, the data are reduced to two series of step inputs that are appropriate for pattern classification and recognition. Although this does not in any way model the arm, the concepts used are based on the type of driving signals expected in the control of arm gestures. Initial experimental results show that the information content of gestures is preserved by this data parameterization.